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Gaming Genre Research 
Put into 3 categories of educationally useful genres  
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Educational Games  
•  Your own description/interpretation                 
–  Explicitly designed with educational purposes 

–  Help people learn about certain subjects, expand concepts, 
reinforce development, understand an historical event or 
culture or assist players in learning a skill as they play. 

–  Can be played using a board, cards, or video games.          

•  How can this genre positively impact education?     

–  powerful tools for testing knowledge and encouraging rote 
memory of facts                     

                     



Puzzle Games  
•  Your own description/interpretation           
–  Solving puzzles  

•  How can this genre positively impact education?        

–  Test problem solving, logic, pattern recognition, sequence 
solving, and word completion                

                  



Rhythm Games  
•  Your own description/interpretation 
–  Genre of music themed action video game  

–  Challenges rhythm  

–  Usually focused on dancing or musical instruments  

–  Players press buttons in a sequence 

•  How can this genre positively impact education?   

–  Coordination  

–  Eye-Hand  

–  Rhythm                       



Board Games  
•  Your own description/interpretation                 
–  Counters or pieces moved or placed on a “board” 

–  Use a set of rules  

–  Based on pure strategy, chance, or mixture of the two 

–  Players aim to achieve a goal          

•  How can this genre positively impact education?     

–  powerful tools for testing knowledge and encouraging rote 
memory of facts                     

                    



Serious Games  
•  Your own description/interpretation               
–  Used for purposes other than entertainment  

–  “serious” refers to products used by industries like defense, 
education, scientific exploration, health care, emergency 
management, city planning, engineering, and politics.            

•  How can this genre positively impact education? 

–  powerful tools for testing knowledge and encouraging rote 
memory of facts                     

                         



Simulation Games  
•  Your own description/interpretation      
–  “real-life” game for training, analysis, or prediction 

–  No strictly define goals  

–  Allowed to freely control a character  

–  Role-Play simulation, war games, business games                     

•  How can this genre positively impact education?  

–  engage in extraordinary activities and to destroy or even die 
without real consequences    



Platform Games  
•  Your own description/interpretation 
–  Guiding avatars to jump between different platforms and over 

obstacles in order to get to the next level “jumping” and 
“running”                         

•  How can this genre positively impact education? 

–  Can be used on any device to reach a goal of any type (math 
facts for instance)                         
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Role Playing Games (RPG)  
•  Your own description/interpretation             
–  Players assume the role of characters in a fictional setting  

–  Players take responsibility for acting out roles – Narratively 

–  Succeed or Fail 

–  Follow a formal system of rules and guidelines              

•  How can this genre positively impact education? 

•  Literal acting or decision making, character development 

         



Massively Multiplayer 
Online Games (MMO/MMOG) 
•  Your own description/interpretation 
–  Multiplayer video game which supports large numbers of players 

at once     

–  Used on multiple platforms                      

•  How can this genre positively impact education?     

–  Teamwork, collaboration                      



Action-Adventure Games  
•  Your own description/interpretation 
–  “Arcade adventure games” 

–  Combines the elements of adventure games and action games                         

•  How can this genre positively impact education?     

–  Fantasy and adventure games can be modified to portray real 
situations on earth, teaching history, social dynamics (e.g., 
economics), and geography through immersive virtual interaction. 

                     



Adventure Games  
•  Your own description/interpretation: 

–  Player = protagonist 

–  Interactive story driven by exploration and puzzle solving. 

–  Narrative Based  

–  Exploration and Puzzle Solving                         

•  How can this genre positively impact education?  
–  Reasoning, creativity, curiosity skills involved    

–  “narrative based” so this can blend perfectly with various stories in 
the classroom   

–  Fantasy and adventure games can be modified to portray real 
situations on earth, teaching history, social dynamics (e.g., 
economics), and geography through immersive virtual interaction. 



Action Games  
•  Your own description/interpretation   
–  Games that involve action and intensity, often sports related 

–  Physical challenges  

–  Hand-eye coordination/reaction time  

–  Player controls the avatar/protagonist to navigate a level, 
collecting objects, avoiding obstacles, and battling enemies.                        

•  How can this genre positively impact education?  

–  Reflex response skills involved        



Turn-Based Strategy Games 
(TBS)  

•  Your own description/interpretation 

– Wargame usually, but strategic level wargame 

– Players take turns (RTS players play all at once) 

– Players expected to complete tasks  

•  How can this genre positively impact education? 

– Encourage students to solve strategic activities, 
logic, problem solving                          



Real-Time Strategy Games 
(RTS)  

•  Your own description/interpretation 
–  Wargames where players play simultaneously 

–  Player positions and maneuvers units and structures  

–  Secure area of the map, destroy the opponents’ assets                         

•  How can this genre positively impact education? 

–  Figure a way out of a series of predicaments 
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Fighting Games  
•  Your own description/interpretation  
–  Player controls an onscreen character, has close combat with 

an opponent 

–  Multiple rounds takes place  

–  Players master techniques and “combos”                        

•  How can this genre positively impact education?  
–  models complex systems that are difficult to explain in the 

linear confines of textbooks and lectures 

–  Memory (techniques) 

 

                      



First-Person Shooter 
Games (FPS)  

•  Your own description/interpretation  
–  Game centered on gun and weapon combat 

–  First person perspective 

–  Through the eyes of the protagonist/antagonist                         

•  How can this genre positively impact education?  

–  The ability to judge the quality of arguments or ideas based on 
standard criteria such as accuracy, economy, or effectiveness. 

–  models complex systems that are difficult to explain in the 
linear confines of textbooks and lectures 

                     



Stealth Games  
•  Your own description/interpretation           
–  Rewards players for using stealth to avoid or overcome 

antagonists  

–  Players remain undetected by hiding, disguises, or avoiding noise  

–  Rogue, counter-terrorism  

•  How can this genre positively impact education?                         



Survival Horror Games  
•  Your own description/interpretation   
–  Inspired by horror fiction focusing on survival of the 

character, scaring the other players  

–  Challenged to find items that unlock the path to new areas, 
solve puzzles 

–  Maze-like environments                        

•  How can this genre positively impact education?                         



Racing Games  
•  Your own description/interpretation     
–  First or third person perspective 

–  Racing competition on land, in the air, or in the sea 

•  How can this genre positively impact education?     

–  Goal Oriented  

–  Explore Areas around the Globe                      



Sports Games  
•  Your own description/interpretation             
–  Simulates practice of traditional sports              

•  How can this genre positively impact education?      

–  Motivational                     


